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Abstract—A large signal vector intermodulation network ana-
lyzer with a dynamic range of 90 dB and phase resolution of better
than 2 is reported. The analyzer is used in conjunction with a
multislice behavioral model to characterize memory effects in
three different RF power amplifiers: an MOSFET instrumentation
amplifier, a multistage GaAs/silicon-based broadband microwave
integrated-circuit amplifier, and an SiGe HBT monolithic-mi-
crowave integrated-circuit amplifier. The multislice behavioral
model architecture builds on conventional single-tone AM–AM
and AM–PM modeling extended to capture long-term memory
effects that are characterized by asymmetric intermodulation
distortion (IMD). Phase asymmetries of upper and lower IMD
are captured. A systematic procedure for extracting the model is
presented.

Index Terms—Behavioral modeling, intermodulation asym-
metry, intermodulation phase measurement, multislice model,
nonlinear memory effects.

I. INTRODUCTION

ABEHAVIORAL model of an RF front-end enables
system-level performance (such as bit error rate and spec-

tral regrowth) to be determined at the circuit-design or system-
integration stages. The models themselves can be extracted
from external-terminal characterizations of subsystem compo-
nents using discrete-tone signals. Traditionally such models
are based on single-tone measurements with the input swept
over power and the amplitude and phase responses measured
experimentally or in a circuit simulation. With linear transfer
functions, these models can capture some memory effects
manifesting themselves as RF frequency-dependent character-
istics. However, the models do not capture long-term memory
effects. These effects result in large part from the interaction
of down-converted signals with baseband circuitry, long-term
trapping, and thermal transients. Capturing long-term memory
effects is essential with digitally modulated systems as spectral
regrowth and in-band and out-of-band intermodulation levels
must be kept very low. Here, we present a comprehensive
approach for characterizing the amplitude and phase of inter-
modulation distortion (IMD) using a vector intermodulation
analyzer (VIMA); a multislice behavioral model architecture
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(the multislice model) that captures long-term memory effects;
and a procedure for extracting the model from measurements.
The multislice model captures amplitude and phase asymme-
tries of the intermodulation response of RF circuits.

RF nonlinear behavioral models attempt to capture complex
behavior from simple measurements, especially using discrete
tones [1]–[5]. Intermodulation-distortion asymmetries and
memory effects (both macrolevel wideband and microlevel
narrowband or modulation bandwidth-dependent effects) com-
prise the core of the complexities that may arise in an RF
or microwave communication system [6]–[8]. Experimental
techniques employing stimulus similar to that used in digitally
modulated communications systems have also been developed
[2], [3].

The main contribution of this study is the development of a
multislice model to track the amplitude and phase responses of
a nonlinear system under multitone stimulus using relatively
few laboratory measurements. This paper describes enhance-
ments of a previously reported intermodulation measurement
system [10], [11], but now with higher dynamic range and rel-
ative phase determination. A review of the existing systems for
measuring the phase of either harmonics or discrete tone inter-
modulation products is also presented in [10]. Three RF power
amplifiers with various nonlinear characteristics are considered,
which are: 1) a MOSFET instrumentation amplifier; 2) a GaAs-
based broadband microwave integrated-circuit (MIC) amplifier;
and 3) an SiGe HBT monolithic-microwave integrated-circuit
(MMIC) amplifier. The results of performing the intermodula-
tion phase measurement on these amplifiers demonstrates the
effectiveness of the model architecture and extraction procedure
for capturing the effect of multiple nonlinear processes. In [11],
a multislice behavioral model was shown to model the phase
nonlinearities that are evident in the intermodulation product.
This model is developed for each of the amplifiers considered
here.

II. VIMA

The VIMA uses a bridge technique and three phase-locked
sources (see Fig. 1) [10]. The phase-locked sources maintain
phase coherence, whereas alternative frequency-locked sources
(the most common) do not. In a typical measurement, Sources
1 and 2 generate the two-tone test signal and the third source
generates a signal corresponding to either the lower or upper
intermodulation signal. The third tone, however, could be set
to be one of the original tones, an harmonic, or any other in-
termodulation tone. The system is based on cancellation of the
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Fig. 1. VIMA incorporating phase-locked signal sources.

Fig. 2. Contour plot of magnitude of summation between two sinusoidal tones
with the same frequency for amplitude and phase differences.

nonlinear spectral output products with a synthesizer to deter-
mine the phase as opposed to a reference nonlinear device com-
monly used in other systems (e.g., [12] and [13]). The phase
captured by the measurement is relative, but is not arbitrary, and
the phase reference of the IMD products can be determined by
using single-tone AM–PM data. In particular, the definition of
relative phase in this context is the same as that used by Sue-
matsu et al. [12], where the phase reference is the phase mea-
sured in the small-signal regime in a one-tone test.

The VIMA (Fig. 1) has a large dynamic range enabling the
system to measure the intermodulation product phase and mag-
nitude for weak nonlinearities or small signals. A bridge tech-
nique, implemented by the power combiner, is used to com-
pare the amplitude and phase of a distortion tone from the de-
vice-under-test (DUT) to the signal generated by a third signal
source. In this bridge cancellation scheme, dynamic range de-
termines the phase measurement uncertainty, as well as the un-
certainty in the amplitude measurement. The phase uncertainty
is computed based on the rejection equation for the summation
of two sinusoidal tones at the same frequency. Fig. 2 presents
the phase uncertainty as a contour plot (the error in the phase of
opposing tones) versus the difference in power of the cancelling
tones. The amplitude uncertainty is determined by the dynamic
range of the spectrum analyzer, which corresponds to a system

TABLE I
DYNAMIC RANGE AND PHASE UNCERTAINTY/ERROR PERFORMANCE

OF PUBLISHED IMD PHASE MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the multislice behavioral model.

dynamic range of 90 dB and a maximum phase uncertainty of
2 . These are compared to reported schemes for measuring the
amplitude and phase distortion in Table I.

The dynamic range of this system was determined by both
measurement and inspection of the spectrum analyzer specifi-
cations [14]. The dynamic range is important at the weakest
nonlinear response for the DUT. At low input power levels, the
distortion in the analyzer front-end can overwhelm the DUT re-
sponse. In this system, the stimulus power at the internal mixer
was 40 dBm, while the weakest nonlinear device studied pro-
duced distortion products of 102 dBm at the mixer. During
phase measurement, 30 dB of cancellation of the third-order
intermodulation (IM3) tones was achieved, thus the dynamic
range of the system was at least 90 dB. The analyzer specifica-
tion lists the dynamic range as 105 dB for a 40-dBm power
level, which verifies the observed measurements.

III. MULTISLICE BEHAVIORAL MODEL

Many microwave subsystems, e.g., amplifiers, have filtering
or matching networks at their inputs and outputs so that only sig-
nals in the operating frequency band can be directly observed.
The multislice model, shown in Fig. 3 for two slices, was intro-
duced [8] to facilitate behavioral modeling using partially ob-
served (in this case, band-limited) data. The model builds on
conventional one-tone modeling practices as the first slice is de-
rived from convenient AM–AM and AM–PM measurements.
The second slice was initially added to reproduce amplitude
asymmetries present in the IM3 products of an amplifier. The
development is extended in the following sections to capture
phase asymmetries as well. Additional slices can be added to
the model to describe higher order effects that cannot be cap-
tured by one- and two-tone tests.

A. Analysis of First Slice

The multislice model is an architecture and each slice can be
modeled by nearly any behavioral modeling technique. Here,
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we use a Weiner–Hammerstein linear–nonlinear–linear (LNL)
block model for the first slice. The nonlinearity is taken as a
memoryless odd-ordered polynomial. The linear networks
and capture frequency selectivity resulting, for example,
from filters, matching networks, and reactive parasitics. The net-
works capture the macrolevel memory effect, which causes vari-
ations in the magnitude and phase response of the output as a
function of the frequency of the input signal.

Given a general stimulus composed of incommensurate
sinusoids,

(1)

with and , the output of
the linear network is

(2)

After passing through the complex polynomial block, the output
for a given order of the polynomial is given by

(3)

with . The term is applied as a com-
plex conjugate phase shift depending on the sign of the frequen-
cies produced by raising the complex exponential representation
to the power .

The output of the first slice is

(4)

where again the sign of for a given expansion results in
the production of a real overall result. The complete output of
the first slice is given by . Expansion of
(4) for a single order yields

where is a function of the frequency and ini-
tial phase of the individual tones. Using the concept of the fre-
quency-mixing vector developed by Weiner and Spina [21],
the output of (5) at a specific frequency can be determined.
The mixing vector has entries and enumerates the collection
of positive and negative frequencies in the desired product as

with the constraint
that for a given order. Using this convention,
the output for a given is

(5)

with . The coefficient is the multi-
nomial expansion coefficient for the sum of permutations of

that generates . The multinomial is defined by

(6)

For a low number of tones, it is convenient to sum over all
of the vectors that produce a specific frequency output for a
polynomial of order , as in [3]. The fundamental response of
the first slice under a single-tone stimulus is then given by

(7)

The IM3 response predicted by the first slice with two-tone stim-
ulus is

(8)

Expression (8) is identical for the upper and lower IM3
(IM3L) products. Thus, the well-known result from (8) is that
a complex polynomial representation of a memoryless non-
linearity cannot produce IM3 products that have asymmetric
amplitude or phase responses. Clearly the phase shift intro-
duced by the polynomial coefficient is constant and shifts both
IM3 products by the same amount.

Since a single complex polynomial cannot contribute to
asymmetric behavior, an additional model component must
be added. The multislice model seeks to employ slices that
represent intuitive and realistic behavior, thus another slice
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representing baseband upconversion effects that contributes to
asymmetry will be considered.

B. Analysis of the Second Slice

The second slice shown in Fig. 3 is composed of identical
linear networks for the macrolevel memory effects as the first
slice, as well as an even-ordered complex polynomial

representing the nonlinearity, which
generates the baseband terms. The linear network consists
of a real linear network with a low-pass response, which limits
the components that get upconverted via the ideal mixer to the
intermodulation products in the operating frequency band. The
physical support of a baseband contribution results from several
processes including cascade nonlinear effects due to input and
output nonlinearities in bipolar junction transistor (BJT) devices
and feedback of low-frequency distortion products through the
dc-bias networks of an amplifier discussed in [6] and [17]. We
will show here how the second slice reproduces this behavior
and how the baseband component of the nonlinear response po-
tentially leads to amplitude and phase asymmetries of the IM3
products.

The response of the second slice is similar to that of the first
with the expression for being equivalent to or

(9)

Now with having a low-pass response with a cutoff fre-
quency far lower than the stimulus frequencies, all harmonics of
the even-order nonlinearity will be rejected. Taking the output

at the baseband component at yields

(10a)

Similarly, for ,

(10b)

assuming that and vice-versa. As shown
by (10), the differences between the components at the positive

Fig. 4. Phasor addition of first and second slice components depicting phase
reference of baseband components producing asymmetries in IM3 phase and
magnitude. Components of the IM3 response are: (a) odd-ordered output from
first slice, (b) upper (lower) baseband IM contribution from second slice,
(c) lower (upper) baseband IM contribution from second slice, (d) total upper
(lower) IM3 response from sum of slice outputs, and (e) total lower (upper)
IM3 response from sum of slice outputs.

and negative baseband frequencies are the phase terms and
. Assuming that is a real network (such as the dc-bias

network) forces . Combined with
, these two terms result in a complex conjugate phase re-

sponse between the positive and negative baseband frequencies.
Now the output of the ideal mixer at the upper IM3 (IM3H)

and IM3L products are, respectively,

(11a)

and

(11b)

At this point, adding the effect of the output network is
trivial.

The actual phase reference about which the baseband com-
ponents are complex conjugates is evident from the results of
measurement. The phasor plot in Fig. 4 shows how the sym-
metric magnitudes of the upper and lower baseband terms can
create IM3 responses that have both amplitude and phase asym-
metry. A special case of the combination between the odd-order
and baseband slice is when these share a common phase refer-
ence. In this situation, only phase asymmetries arise, and the
IM3 terms rotate in a complex conjugate manner as a function
of the ’s, which changes the overall phase of the IM3 prod-
ucts as the higher order terms dominate at higher input power
levels.
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C. Model Parameter Extraction

Here, we describe the procedure for extracting the com-
ponents of the two-slice model of Fig. 3. The process for
estimating the frequency response of the macrolevel memory
blocks and was developed in [8], and a similar
series of steps can be used to determine the frequency response
of as a function of stimulus tone separation. The major
task to be described here is extraction of the two sets of complex
polynomial coefficients and .

The approach to the sequence of parameter estimation for
the various slices is performed in order of the contribution to
the nonlinear response. The odd-ordered polynomial in the first
slice dominates this response so this slice is determined first.
Extraction of the coefficients of the memoryless polynomial
follows the traditional AM–AM AM–PM approach of fitting the
single-tone response with the optimum fit in the least squares
sense. With this slice determined, the next step is to fit the dif-
ference between the first slice estimate of the IM3 products and
the measured two-tone data with the even-order baseband poly-
nomial. The difference is given by

(12)

There are actually two differences, one for each of the IM3 prod-
ucts. The value that is fitted is the average difference between the
measured IM3 products and the estimated first-slice component
with one of the IM3 differences applied as a complex conjugate.
Once the coefficients are generated, the baseband contribution
to IM3 are computed with (10) and then summed with the first
slice output to yield the total model response.

Error functions based on the difference between the estimate
and measured complex IM3 response are used to determine the
polynomial order used in the fitting process. The order is ad-
justed to achieve the minimum error for each slice with respect
to the IM3 tones even in the case of the first slice, which only
uses single-tone information to compute the slice parameters.

IV. RESULTS

Multislice behavioral models were developed from IM3
vector measurements using the extraction procedure for three
different power amplifiers. The amplifiers consisted of a 5-W
multistage GaAs/silicon MESFET amplifier (ZHL-5W-1,
Mini-Circuits, Brooklyn, NY), a high-linearity 10-W instru-
mentation MOSFET amplifier (1000W10, Amplifier Research,
Souderton, PA), and an SiGe HBT Darlington driver ampli-
fier mounted on an evaluation board (HMC479ST89, Hittite,
Chelmsford, MA). The data collection process consisted
of using the measurement system in Fig. 1 to measure the
single-tone AM–AM AM–PM responses, and the amplitude
and phase of the IM3 products during two-tone testing. For
this study, the response of the amplifiers were measured at
450 MHz for and with a frequency separation of 10 kHz.
The input power levels were swept from the small-signal region
of each amplifier to the saturation point or to the maximum
level recommended by the manufacturer if lower. The power at
which the phase reference point was chosen depended on the
amplifier under test and corresponded to the small-signal input
region of the stimulus.

Fig. 5. Measured magnitude and phase of the IM3 products for the Mini-Cir-
cuits 5-W amplifier.

Fig. 6. Measured and estimated magnitude and phase of Mini-Circuits ampli-
fier IM3 products using a single-slice model.

A. MESFET Amplifier

Measurements from a two-tone test of the GaAs MESFET
amplifier are shown in Fig. 5 where the amplitude and phase
measurement of the IM3 products are plotted. The amplifier
does not exhibit amplitude asymmetry of the IM3H and IM3L,
but there is phase asymmetry. The asymmetry becomes apparent
as the input power level increases above the small-signal regime
where gain compression begins to occur. The first step in the
model extraction procedure was to determine the odd-ordered
polynomial coefficients from the AM–AM AM–PM data. The
result of this step is shown in Fig. 6 for a complex polynomial of
order 15. As expected, the resulting fit cannot track the asym-
metry in the IM3 phase, however, the IM3 magnitude fit also
fails to track the measured response. The error in the single-slice
magnitude fit occurs at the same input power level as appearance
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Fig. 7. Measured and estimated magnitude and phase of Mini-Circuits ampli-
fier IM3 products using a two-slice model.

Fig. 8. Polar form of the fit to the Mini-Circuits amplifier IM3 data with the
magnitude in decibels (magnitudes offset such that they are nonnegative).

of the asymmetric behavior in the phase of the IM3H and IM3L
products. This is strong evidence that the upconversion of base-
band effects from an even-order nonlinearity are becoming im-
portant. The fit of the odd-ordered model reinforces this hypoth-
esis since the phase component of the fit roughly splits the differ-
ence in phase between the two IM3 products. This corresponds
to the case in Fig. 4 where the baseband component has the same
phase reference as the strictly odd-ordered components.

With the first slice of the multislice model extracted, the next
step in the extraction procedure was to determine the even-order
coefficients (in this case, up to eighth order) for the nonlinearity
that produces the baseband terms. The result of this step and the
summation in a phasor sense of the second slice with the first
slice is shown in Fig. 7. The resulting fit of the two-slice model

Fig. 9. Measured AM–AM AM–PM of the 10-W AR amplifier.

Fig. 10. Measured magnitude and phase of the IM3 products for the AR am-
plifier.

was 0.5 dB for the magnitude of the IM3 products and the
phase estimation was 3 for the majority of the input power
sweep, except for the small-signal region. It is more illustrative
to plot the measured and modeled IM3 responses on a polar plot,
as shown in Fig. 8.

B. MOSFET Instrumentation Amplifier

The instrumentation MOSFET amplifier was expected to
have a very weak nonlinear response since its purpose is to
provide laboratory-grade amplification without distortion. The
single-tone data (Fig. 9) does not indicate any onset of compres-
sion for an input power of up to 3 dBm. However, the phase of
the output tone does begin to exhibit small AM–PM distortion
as the input power is increased. The weak nonlinear response
is also seen in the two-tone IM3 measurements (Fig. 10). Here,
the IM3 tones are strictly 3 : 1 in slope with the asymmetry
consisting of a systematic type error. For this data, the IM3
phase data is informative about the source of the nonlinearities
contributing to the IM3 products. The phase response of the
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Fig. 11. Measured and modeled magnitude and phase of the IM3 products of
the MOSFET instrumentation amplifier.

Fig. 12. Measured AM–AM AM–PM of the Darlington HBT amplifier.

IM3H and IM3L products clearly has a complex conjugate
relationship over the entire power range suggesting that the
baseband upconversion term generates the entire IM3 response.
This hypothesis was reinforced by the relatively low order of
the odd-ordered nonlinearity required to minimize the error
functions presented in Section III, i.e., that of and

, for the first and second slices, respectively.
Applying the fitting procedure for the two-slice model

yielded a very good fit to the IM3 data (Fig. 11). Here, the error
in the IM3 amplitude was 0.7 dB and the maximum error for
the IM3 phase was 2.17 with an average phase error of 0.57
for the IM3L and 0.59 for IM3H. This phase error lies below
the uncertainty of the phase measurement itself.

C. Darlington HBT Amplifier

The Darlington HBT amplifier investigated exhibited the
most complex nonlinear response of all of the amplifiers. The

Fig. 13. Measured magnitude and phase of the IM3 products for the Darlington
HBT amplifier.

Fig. 14. Measured and estimated magnitude and phase of Hittite amplifier IM3
products using nonlinear optimization fitting technique to extract the one-slice
model (�: IM3L measured, �: IM3H measured, +: nonlinear optimization fit
to both data sets).

AM–AM AM–PM measurements showed a typical response
of a constant phase insertion for small-signal input levels with
a change in phase as the gain became compressed and neared
the saturation power level (Fig. 12). In contrast, the response
of both the magnitude and phase of the IM3 products deviated
considerably from the kind of response that could be captured
by a polynomial (see Fig. 13).

The behavior of the IM3 phase of this amplifier led to diffi-
culties in applying the fitting procedure of the two-slice model,
as outlined previously. With the other amplifiers considered, it
was possible to initially fit the first slice and then fit the second.
Here, it was necessary to fit both slices simultaneously.

The nonlinear fitting procedure used the Levenberg–Mar-
quardt search method. Both the measured one- and two-tone
data sets were supplied to the routine to search for the ap-
propriate solution over the problem space. This approach did
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produce the best result in terms of minimum squared error of
the IM3 fit; however, there was still considerable error in the
IM3 phase estimation and overestimation of the IM3 magnitude
by as much as 6 dB (Fig. 14).

V. CONCLUSION

A scheme with 90-dB dynamic range and a maximum phase
uncertainty of 2 has been presented for measuring the am-
plitude and phase of intermodulation products in a two-tone
test. The measurement procedure was coupled with the intro-
duction of a two-slice behavioral model and a suitable extrac-
tion procedure. The behavioral model is an architecture for
capturing higher order nonlinearities that cannot be captured
in a single-tone test and many possible conventional behav-
ioral models could be used for each slice. Here, a Weiner–
Hammerstein LNL block model was used with complex poly-
nomials describing the nonlinearities. The model was used
with three different types of amplifiers, and it was shown that
the characteristics of the amplifiers in one- and two-tone tests
could be captured. Most importantly, it was seen that ampli-
tude and phase asymmetries in the IM3 response of a two-tone
test could be adequately be captured. The two-slice model is
an extension of conventional AM–AM and AM–PM models
so the existing modeling and measurement infrastructure can
be utilized.
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